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We have carried out an amplitude analysis of the KsEs system produced in the reac-
tion m p ~EsKsn at 23 GeV/c, based on about 15000 events in the low-t region

(~t t;„~&0.1 G—eVz). Below 1.6 GeV/c2, our favored solution is very similar to those
from previous analyses. For higher masses, we observe the E&Es decay of the h(2040)
meson. In addition, the l=0 partial wave contains a new state, strongly coupled to EsKs,
with parameters M=1.771+0'053 GeV/c and I =0.200+0't'x)~ GeV/c . Since this state is
most probably 1=0, we call it the S '(1770). We find an f'/f production ratio of
0.23+0'i3, and branching ratios for f-meson and h(2040)-meson decays into 1t1t of
(3.1+&'7)% and (0.67+0'&~)%, respectively. We find, in a detailed comparison of our re-

sults with those from other experiments, that our solution is compatible with all known

features of both charged and neutral EE systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

We present the analysis of an experiment per-
formed at Brookhaven National Laboratory using
the Multiparticle Spectrometer (MPS) facility to
study the reaction

Eases&0 0

at 23 GeV/c. Several features of the EsEs system,
and more generally, the EE system, have attracted
considerable interest. The EsEs effective-mass
spectrum has been known to contain a very rich
structure since the earliest low-statistics experi-

ments. In addition, the indistinguishability of the
two Es's restricts the set of quantum states the

X~K~ system may populate to C= + 1, J
=(even)+, and I =0+ or 1 . The fact that the
ground state of the glueball spectrum should occur
in the J =0++ and 2++ is also worthy of note.
In fact, the presence of glueball or 2q2q states may
help explain why our understanding of the EzEz
system is still incomplete and somewhat confused,
particularly with regard to the scalar mesons. The
recent literature' on the subject demonstrates
this point. Experiments involving KE final states
other than EsEs (Refs. 8—14) likewise agree in
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
AND DATA REDUCTION

This experiment was performed in the Brook-
haven National Laboratory Multiparticle Spec-
trometer (MPS) using a 23.0-GeV/c unseparated
negative beam incident on a 61-cm-long liquid hy-
drogen target. A small flux of E 's and p 's was
identified by means of two threshold Cerenkov
counters. The target was positioned in the 10-ko
magnetic field of the MPS and surrounded by an

array of anticoincidence counters as shown in Fig.
1. Downstream of the target, there was an array
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FIG. 1. The configuration of the MPS for this exper-
iment.

general, but differ in detail. In short, the present
status of meson spectroscopy in XK final states can
be described as unclear.

Beyond that, it is also true that previous EqEq
analyses have been somewhat limited by a lack of
statistics. In that context, we note that our data
sample contains three to four times as many events
as that from any previous experiment. To our
knowledge, this is the first experiment to have suf-
ficient sensitivity at relatively high effective mass
to observe the KsECz decay mode of the Ii(2040)
meson.

In Sec. II, we describe the experimental method
and the reduction of the raw data. Our moments
and amplitude analyses are discussed in Secs. III
and IV, respectively. We describe our results and
compare them with those from previous analyses
in Secs. V and VI. Section VII summarizes our re-
sults and conclusions.

of 46 magnetostrictive-spark-chamber planes with
X (horizontal), Y (vertical), U, and Vreadouts
(where U and Vare + 15'and —15' from the Y
axis, respectively), and six planar proportional wire
chambers indicated in Fig. 1. In addition, a three-

plane, large-aperture, X-measuring drift chamber,
positioned approximately 6 m downstream of the
target, was used to improve the momentum resolu-
tion of fast forward tracks. More detailed descrip-
tions of the MPS can be found in Refs. 15 and 16.

The trigger was designed to select interactions
with initially neutral final states where at least two
particles decayed into charged particles. These re-
quirements were met by demanding no signal from
a veto-counter system around the target and three
or more hits in either of the proportional wire
chambers identified as TPX1 and TPX2 in Fig. l.
The efficiency of the downstream veto counter was
measured to be at least 99.99%. The top, bottom,
and side elements of the target anticoincidence-
counter system were scintillator-lead shower
counters, and thus also discriminated against recoil
systems involving ~ 's. We recorded 2.1&10
triggers at a rate of —1 trigger per 75)& 10 beam
8' s.

These triggers were analyzed by a computer pro-
gram which recognized and then fitted tracks indi-
vidually. For events with at least four such tracks,
the program searched for all combinations of two
oppositely charged tracks which formed a vertex
downstream of the target veto counters and
upstream of TPX2. For those events where at
least two such combinations were found, each com-
bination was tested for kinematical consistency
with K, A, or A decay. A neutral vee was accept-
ed as a E decay if the effective mass for the
m+m hypothesis was between 0.475 and 0.525
GeV/c . In a few cases, more than two combina-
tions remained due to ambiguities in pairing the
tracks. For those events, the two combinations
with the smallest deviations from the nominal E
mass were retained. The lines of flight of the E 's

were then extrapolated upstream to determine the
position of the production vertex. The requirement
was imposed that the two extrapolated tracks pass
within 1 cm of each other. For those events with

Ev Kz effective mass below —1.1 GeV/c, the er-
ror on the interaction point generally had a large
component along the beam direction. Hence no
target cut was used on the final data sample. A
series of target-empty runs was taken in addition
to the target-full runs. Analysis of the target-
empty data showed that these events had distribu-
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tions similar to those from target-full runs. There-
fore we have applied a uniform cross-section cor-
rection of 6% to the total data sample. The K
mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the (miss-

ing mass) (MM ) spectrum for all events with two
accepted K decays is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
resolution is 0.004 GeV/c (rms) for the K mass,
and 0.3 (GeV/c ) (rms) for (missing mass), con-
sistent with Monte Carlo predictions.

Neutron-recoil events were selected by requiring
that MM be less than 1.4 (GeV/c ) . With this
cut we estimate -7% contamination of X* in the
"neutron" sample. The final data sample con-
tained 29381 m p —eKsKsn events Aft.er the
above mentioned cuts, the final data sample con-
tained a negligible contamination from the reaction
w p —+E A +X . This was determined by recon-
structing the accepted E events using A or A de-

cay kinematics. No A or A signal above back-
ground was observed.

Figure 3 shows the EqEz invariant-mass spec-
trum for the entire data sample and for the 15 359
events with t'&0. 1 (GeV/c), where t'=~t r;„~, —

and t is the square of the four-momentum transfer
from the beam to the outgoing EzEz system. Us-
ing the acceptance-corrected cross section in the
low-t region and correcting for neutral Eq decays,
we obtain an average sensitivity of —15 events/nb.
The general characteristics of the mass spectrum
are the previously observed peaks at threshold and
in the f-Aq region, along with some evidence of
new Structure at higher mass.

We shall, for the most part, restrict our attention
to the t'~0. 1 (GeV/c) data in order to isolate the
pion-exchange contribution to the E~E& produc-
tion amplitudes. As shown in Ref. 10, one-pion-
exchange processes dominate all others by a factor
of -40 in this t' range. Furthermore, one-pion ex-
change selects the I =0+ state.

III. MOMENTS ANALYSIS

We have expanded our experimental angular dis-
tribution in terms of normalized spherical harmon-
1cs:

I

d o/dt dMdQ=N(M r )1(Q)=N(M r ) g[((JBJI(Q)+2+ ( J'i )Remi (Q)],

where Q =(cos8,$) gives the direction of one of the
Ks's in the Gottfried-Jackson frame and M is the
KsKs invariant mass. N(M, t') is proportional to
d 0/dt'dM and gives the number of events ob-
served in a given t' and M bin. The expansion
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FIG. 2. (a) The m+m effective-mass spectrum with
all cuts used in the analysis. The arrows indicate the
mass range of events selected as E&. (b) The missing-
mass-squared spectrum of all EzEq events with all cuts
used in the analysis. The arrow indicates the mass
range for neutron-recoil selection.
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FIG. 3. The EzEq effective-mass spectrum with all
cuts for analysis. The singly hatched part of the histo-
gram contains all events with 0.0 ~ t' &0.1 (GeV/c)~.
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coefficients ( Yt ) are the moments of the spheri-
cal harmonics. If the acceptance of the spectrome-
ter were uniform in 0, these moments would be
given simply by

(Yt )= I ReYt (Q)I(Q)dQ// I I(Q)dQ .

Since the MPS acceptance is not uniform, we have
performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the spec-
trometer acceptance. We have generated Monte
Carlo events uniformly in cos8 and P modified by
a factor e ', where b =—8.0 (GeV/c) was
chosen to approximately match the experimental t'
distribution. The results obtained were insensitive
to reasonable variations of this parameter. A set
of such events was generated at 0.1-GeV/c steps
in KsKs effective mass from threshold up to 1.6
GeV/c and at 0.2-GeV/c steps from 1.6 GeV/c
up to 3.0 GeV/c . These events were generated at
the level of raw coordinates in the various detec-
tors so that all known distortions, inefficiencies
and background effects could be simulated realisti-
cally. In this form, the Monte Carlo events were
analyzed by the same programs used for the data
with all of the same cuts and selection criteria.
We stress that this method accounts not only for
geometric acceptance, but many other systematic
biases as well. This includes, for instance, the ef-
fects of cuts on the data, counter and spark-
chamber efficiencies, and the efficiency of the
track-finding program. The reconstructed Monte
Carlo events thus represent a measure of the abso-
lute acceptance for the data under conditions
where N(M, t') and I(Q) are known. For those
events, we define A (M, t', Q)=N(M, t')I(Q) and
expand it in terms of spherical harmonics, denot-
ing the expansion coefficients by Gt . Note that
the Gt are functions of M and t'. The mass
dependence of the Gt was approximated by a cu-
bic spline fit to the discrete values obtained from
the Monte Carlo events. The acceptance-corrected
data moments, ( Yi ), are then those values which
minimize the negative of the extended logarithmic
likelihood function

The first sum (i) is over events for a set of mass
bins described below; the corresponding GI were
evaluated at the bin centers using the spline fit
coefficients. The second sum runs over all even
l & 8 and all m & 2. The program MINUS (Ref. 17)
was used to minimize this function. The KsKs ef-
fective mass was divided into 0.025-GeV/c inter-

vals for M(KsKs) & 1.6 GeV/c, then into 0 05.

GeV/c intervals up to M(KsKs) =2.0 GeV/c,
and finally into 0.1-GeV/c intervals up to
M(KsKs) =2.5 GeV/c . These intervals were
chosen to give a reasonable number of events in
each bin. Even though we had events with larger
mass values, we terminated the moments calcula-
tion at M(KsKs) =2.5 GeV/c because our accep-
tance vanished for some values of cos8 and P
beyond that mass, making it difficult to calculate
the higher moments. Our mass resolution, ranging
from 0.004 GeV/c (rms) at 1.2 GeV/ci to 0.021
GeV/c (rms) at 2.4 GeV/c, was always less than
the bin size.

All m =2 moments, together with ( Y6) and

( Y|I ), were found to be consistent with zero in this
t' range. The remaining seven significant moments
are shown in Fig. 4. The smooth curves in Fig. 4
will be discussed in Sec. IV. As a check of our
procedure, we have repeated the entire calculation
expanding in terms of the imaginary part of the
Yt (Q) and found all moments to be consistent
with zero as required by parity conservation.

It is possible to draw some qualitative, but
nonetheless significant, conclusions from the mo-
ments alone before proceeding to a discussion of
the underlying amplitudes. First, we note that the
plot of ( Yo ) in Fig. 4 is the acceptance-corrected
KsKs effective-mass spectrum. Second, the ab-
sence of any significant m=2 moments, together
with the relatively small m =1 moments, implies
that the production of KsKz systems is dominated

by states of zero helicity in the t channel. Third,
the presence of large negative excursions in the

( Yi ) moment, notably at M(KsKs) =1.2 GeV/c
and again at M(KsKs) =1.8 GeV/c, indicate rath-
er strong interference between either S and D
waves or D and G waves. The presence of so
much interference seems, to us, to preclude draw-

ing any detailed conclusions from the E~E~
effective-mass spectrum alone. Moreover, the

( Yq ) moment shows a rather broad structure
around 1.3 GeV/c which cannot be attributed
solely to f-meson production. Finally, the ( Y6 )
and ( Ys ) moments show clear evidence of G-wave
structure near M(KsKs) =2 OGeV/c, whi.ch we
associate with the h(2040) meson.

IV. AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS

The experimental moments are related to the
production amplitudes through a set of coupled
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equations developed in detail in Ref. 12 and given
in our Table I. These equations express the mo-
ments as linear combinations of bilinear products
of the amplitudes Lq+, where Lt.+ represents the
amplitude for production of a KqKq system with
spin L and helicity A, via natural (+ ) or unnatural

( —) parity exchange. Since all m =2 moments

were found to be consistent with zero, A, is restrict-
ed to the values 0 or 1. Consequently, we adopt a
shorthand notation and define Lo ——Lo and

L+ L&+ Since——L mu.st be even for a KzEs sys-

tem, the set of production amplitudes to be con-
6 6, andsidered reduces to So, Do, +, , o, +, an

6 . However, the absence of any ( Ys ) and, s )
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moment indicates that G+ and 6 are negligible.
Furthermore, in the region of low t', where one-

pion exchange is expected to dominate, the D+
and D amplitudes are small, though nonzero. To
obtain good starting values for the amplitude fit
described below, we initially set D+ and D to
zero and extracted approximate Sp Dp and Gp
amplitudes from the measured moments. The
equations relating amplitudes to moments will, in

general, yield multiple solutions. Having restricted
ourselves to a relatively small number of ampli-
tudes, all with X=O, we enumerated the ambiguous
solutions and examined their characteristics by a
straightforward application of the Barrelet-zero
technique. ' For each of the mass intervals used to
determine the ( Yt ), we then obtained several sets
of complex amplitudes, each of which reproduce
the observed moments. Specifically, below

M(XsEs) =1.6 GeV/c, where the Go amplitude is
negligible, there are only two solutions, character-
ized by the same Sp and Dp moduli, but differing
in the sign of the So-Dp relative phase. (These
solutions are in fact complex conjugates of each
other. ) Above M(EvKv)=1.6 GeV/c, where the

Gp amplitude is nonzero, there are four solutions,
characterized by two different moduli, each with

two different phases. These solutions were then

used as starting values to determine a full set of
amplitudes (now including the D+ and D ampli-

tudes) from the moments using the coupled equa-

tions of Table I. Each solution is represented by a
set of seven parameters per mass bin, where the

parameters are the squared moduli of the So, Dp,
D+, D, and Go amplitudes, and the phase differ-
ences Igs —PiiI and I(()o —PtiI. Two solutions are
shown in Fig. 5, where each is understood to be
one of a complex conjugate pair of solutions. The
D+ and D amplitudes (not shown in Fig. 5) are
small. We note that these amplitudes are sums
over EzEz isospin states as well as over target- and
recoil-nucleon helicity states since none of these
quantum numbers is observable in this experiment.
However, since the E~Eq system must be in an
even spin state, the I=O amplitudes and nucleon
helicity-flip amplitudes dominate, since one-pion
exchange (OPE) dominates' at low t' Furt. her-
more, a recent K+K experiment with a polarized
target' has demonstrated that the simple model
assuming spin-flip dominance, phase coherence,
and identical vanishing of m=2 moments, is
indeed a sufficient tool for an energy-independent
partial-wave analysis.

In order to determine the meson spectrum, a
mass-dependent fit to the moments was performed,
representing the amplitudes as a sum of complex
Breit-Wigner forms plus simple smooth back-
grounds. These amplitudes were fitted against the
measured moments of Fig. 4 by X minimization.
In general, each Breit-Wigner form has an arbi-
trary production phase associated with it. Howev-
er, the f- and h-meson Breit-Wigner absolute pro-
duction phases were chosen to be zero, consistent
with the known mw —+~~ results for those two
resonances. The Breit-Wigner amplitudes are given

TABLE I. Spherical harmonic moments in terms of t-channel helicity amplitudes Lp L+,
and L . Terms of the form Li stand for IL I

', and terms of the form LiLi stand for

Re(L&L2). Summation over target- and recoil-nucleon helicity states is implied such that,

for i»t»ce L'= IL
I

'= ILn. I

'+ IL-.np I'.

~4nN(Yp) =Sp +Dp +D+ +D +Gp +G+ +G
V 4nN( Yp) =0.639Dp~+0. 319(D ~+D+i)+0.5816pi+0.494(6 i+6+i)

+ 2SpDp+ 1.714DpGp+ 1.565(D G +D+ G+ )

~4mN ( Yi ) =1 414SpD +0..452DpD + 1.107DpG —0.808D Gp+0. 2256pG
v 4mN( Y2) =0.391(D —D+ )+0.356(6 —6+ ) —0.319(D 6 D+G+)—
v 4'( Y4) =0 857Dp 0.571(D. i+D+—i)+0 4866p +0 243(G. i+6+i).

+ 2SoGo+ 1.162DoGo+0. 318(D G +D+ G+ i

~4m'N ( Y4 )= 1.414SpG + 1.107DpD +0.698DpG +0.225D Gp+0. 3436pG
V AN( Yg) =0.452(D i—D+i)+0.453(D G D+G+)+0.256(6 ——G+ )

~4nN( Y6) =1.691DpGp —1.235(D 6 +D+6+)+0 5046p2 0 0. 25(6 i—+6. + )

~4nN( Y6) =1.155DpG ~1.055D Gp+0. 5176pG
v AN( Yp) =0.844(D G D+G+)+0.258(6 —i—6+ )

v 4iiN( Yg )=0.8316p —0.665(6 +6+ )

~4mN ( Y8 ) =1.1156pG
v 4' ( Y8 ) =0.421(6 —G+ )
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by

[V~gB((rq~g)]' Sg (l, m)
g Ill( )

Ptlg —S —lPtlg I g (

where 1 is the angular momentum, S~ (l, m) is a
complex number which was set positive real for

the f and h mesons, qzz is the center-of-mass

momentum of the EE system, and B~(re~) is the
Blatt-%'eisskopf barrier factor which depends on
the radius of interaction r (chosen to be 1 fm), the
angular momentum /, and the center-of-mass
momentum q. The center-of-mass energy squared
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of the KK system is denoted by s, and ms is the
mass of the resonance. The total width of reso-
nance R was approximated by

2I ~, i =q;;Bi(rq;; )rz

where i and j refer to the two particles that are the
dominant decay mode of R, Bi(rq,j ) is the barrier
factor for that mode, and ys is the coupling con-
stant of the resonance. In the case of the S'(980),
it was necessary to include two terms in the total
width, since the EE partial width is very impor-
tant but vanishes below EE threshold. Hence both
mw and EE contributions were included in the total
width for the S .

The smooth coherent backgrounds which were
used for the Do wave and So wave are as follows.
For the Do wave, we used the same Breit-Wigner
form given above with a large value for the mass
and width. A third-order complex polynomial was
also tried, but was not as good at representing the
background as the low-energy tail of a broad,
high-mass, Breit-Wigner form. For the So wave,
we used the background parametrization of Ref.
10, namely, a pole-free K-matrix form. We have
extended it to higher masses by a fourth-order
complex polynomial arranged to join the lower
mass form smoothly at 1.53 GeV/c . More will be
said about this background in Sec. VI.

Due to the number of fit parameters involved
and the ambiguities inherent in the amplitudes, we
found many acceptable mass-independent fits.
They are divisible into three classes.

The first class is characterized by a very large f'
amplitude. We reject solutions of this class since
they are inconsistent with the known mixing angle
of the f-f' system and show a large Do phase mo-
tion between 1.5 and 1.6 GeV/c, inconsistent with
the results of Ref. 10. The second class of solu-
tions is characterized by a large, smooth, Do-wave
background above 1.6 GeV/c . The third class of
solutions contains a narrow Do-wave resonance
around 1.88 GeV/c .

All three classes of solution require a new So
wave resonance between 1.7 and 1.8 GeV/c . Ac-

ceptable fits (from the X point of view) were
found in all three classes, but we prefer one solu-
tion of class two because it required the smallest
number of new resonances (one). This solution
gave a X of 327 for 293 degrees of freedom, and
the properties of the resonances determined by this
fit are given in Table II. The curves shown in
Figs. 4 and 6 correspond to this solution. The
points shown on Fig. 6 are those from Fig. 5
which remain after resolution of the ambiguities by
our preferred solution.

The errors given in Table II are not the statisti-

TABLE II. Parameters from the mass-dependent fits as described in the text. The errors
for a given parameter indicate the full range of values obtained over the set of acceptable fits
rather than the statistical errors associated with any single fit. Values without errors are ef-
fectively fixed as explained in the text.

Particle
Mass

toeV/c)'
Width

(GeV/c)

8 do/dM
t'(0. 1 (GeV/c)

[nb/(GeV/c) ]

S wave

0 985+

1 771+0.077 0.200+0'009

172+&47

174+'"

D wave

Ap

6 wave

1.277
1.304
1.525

0.170
0.109
0.090

709+227

167+7'

2 031+0'036 P 305+0.036 98+65
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cal errors associated with our favored solution
alone. %e have chosen instead to enlarge the er-
rors to indicate the full range of values obtained
from all six acceptable fits of classes 2 and 3. We
emphasize that the values given in Table II are
those obtained from our preferred solution alone.
In the case where that solution has assigned some

parameter a value which is near the limit of the
range of values defined by all six acceptable fits,
the errors on that parameter appear highly asym-
metric. The widths of all three S-wave states in
the table are examples of this consequence of our
procedure. Nevertheless, we feel this is a more
reasonable estimate of the systematic uncertainty in
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these parameters than the (much smaller) statistical
errors associated with any single fit. Note also
that no mass or width errors are given for any of
the known D-wave states. Those masses and
widths were allowed to vary only within narrow
ranges about their accepted values and should thus
be regarded as effectively fixed with no meaningful
error. The column labeled Bdo/dM in Table II is
the cross section for production of the correspond-
ing resonance, evaluated at the resonance mass for
t' ~0.1 (GeV/c), times the branching ratio for de-

cay into KqKq. The errors were obtained in the
same way as those on masses and widths. A
correction for unseen Kv decays has been included.
Expressed in this way, these cross sections are in-
dependent of the Breit-Wigner shape we have
chosen. However no value is given for the S (980)
since its resonance mass lies below threshold.

The only new state in Table II we have called
the S*'(1770)since it appears to be the next S-
wave resonance strongly coupled to the KE chan-
nel after the S (980). This resonance is crucial in
understanding the ( I'z ) moment around 1.8
GeV/c . The strong interference seen near that
mass in the ( Yz ) moment is the most graphic evi-

dence for the S"in our data. Without the S" in
the ftt, the predicted ( I'2 ) moment is small and
featureless for K+Ks masses between 1.6 and 1.9
GeV/c, in violent disagreement with the data in a
region where the errors are small. The inability to
account for that interference and for the corre-
sponding phase motion in the S-wave amplitude in
the same mass region worsens the X by 250.

In order to understand the significance of this
250 in 7, we have derived a o. test in an appendix.
In the case where one has a large number of de-
grees of freedom, the physical significance of any
single effect in terms of 0 is approximately equal

to the P difference divided by the square root of

twice the overall X . In our best fit, the S"
represents a 100 effect.

Note that the 1.85-GeV/c D-wave state which
was a prominent feature of Ref. 14 does not appear
prominently in our D-wave amplitude. We could
fit our D wave above 1.6 GeV/c with several

overlapping states but with no significant X im-
provement over the smooth curve we have called
"background. " We note that four of the solutions
of Ref. 14 show an enhancement in the modulus of
the S-wave amplitude around 1.65 GeV/c2 but no
S-wave phase data are presented beyond 1.5S
GeV/c .

V. RESULTS

The first, and completely model-independent, re-
sult of this experiment is the cross section for
m p~KsKgn at 23 GeV/c. For t'&0. 1 (GeV/c),
we find 0(w p~KsKsn)=1 04+0. 14 p.b, includ-
ing a correction for unseen Ks decays. Note that a
cross section for larger t' intervals can be obtained
from the fact that our t' distribution has a slope of
approximately —8.0 (GeV/c)

The most important single result of our ampli-
tude analysis is the appearance of a new and previ-
ously unobserved state with J =0+, which we call
the S"(1770). The relative production ratios of
states in the same SU(3) multiplet are the most
model-independent results that one can obtain oth-
er than the cross sections of Table II. We have
summarized our results for the ratio of f'(1515) to
f(1270) production and of Sa'(1770) to e(1450) pro-
duction in Table III. Just as for the cross sections,
however, these production ratios are somewhat fit-
dependent. The values given in the table are the
averages within each ftt class, whereas the errors
indicate the full range over all solutions in that fit

TABLE III. Production ratios for f' and f mesons and for S ' and e mesons by fit class

{as defined in the text). The errors given indicate the full range of values obtained within a
given fit class. The best-value error shows the range of values over fit classes 2 and 3.

Class f'/f production ratio S*' /e production ratio

1

2
3

best value O 23+-0.&3 1 02+2.11

Mixing angle =45'+6
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class as described earlier. The ratio corresponding
to our best solution (as discussed in the previous
section) is given separately with an error indicating
the full range of acceptable values over fit classes 2
and 3.

We assume that the S"(1770)is the ss member
of the qq, 1=1, 0++ nonet. Then, using the SU(3)
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for 0+~0 0 of Ref.
20, and assuming that the gs and go are such that
ideal mixing occurs at 35, we can determine the
ratio of e and S*' amplitudes in our fit. Table III
gives the mixing angle for our best fit. Since this
mixing angle implies a substantial n.~ decay width,
one would expect to see evidence for the S ' state
in the appropriate m.m amplitudes. Solution B of
Corden et al. ,

' while not their favored solution,
does indeed show resonance behavior at 1.75
GeV/c in the S-wave amplitude in their study of
nm scattering at 12 and 15 GeV/c.

Another important result from our analysis is
summarized in Table IV, where we present our
values for the branching ratios (f +KK)/(f ~a—ll)
and (h —+KK)/(h ~all). Again, we have given
these branching ratios separately for each solution
class as well as for our best solution. The errors
are obtained in the same manner as those given in
Table III and, again, reflect the systematic uncer-
tainties inherent in this kind of analysis. To deter-
mine these branching ratios, it was necessary to
know the absolute scale of unitarity for the D and
6 waves, assuming that the f and h mesons are
produced by wm scattering. In both cases, this was
accomplished by using the standard OPE formal-
ism. For the f meson, using the D wave unitarity-
scale, our measured cross sections of Table II and
the branching ratio for f~n.n from Ref. 22, we
have computed the f~KE branching ratios; these
are summarized in Table IV. Likewise, the G-
wave unitarity scale, together with the h ~em.
branching ratio of Ref. 21, leads to the h ~KK

branching-ratio values summarized in Table IV.
We shall defer a comparison of our best-fit value
with those from other experiments until Sec. VI.

VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ANALYSES

We begin this section with a comparison of the
t-channel moments of our data with those of ear-
lier experiments. We have thus far restricted our
attention to the t ' interval 0.0 & t' & 0.1 (GeV/c) .
However, the authors of both Ref. 3 and Ref. 5

have instead chosen the interval 0.0 & t' ~ 0.2
(GeV/c) . We have extracted acceptance-corrected
moments from our data in the higher-t' region, us-

ing the procedure already described in Sec. III.
For the 0 1&t.'&0.2 (GeV/c) data, we have
chosen EsKs effective-mass bins of 0.05 GeV/c
for M(KsKs) & 1.6 GeV/c and bins of 0.1

GeV/c thereafter. This choice was made on sta-
tistical grounds, the mass resolution again being
less than the bin size. These moments were then
combined statistically with those from the t' &0.1
(GeV/c) region, and are shown in Fig. 7 together
with those from Refs. 3 and 5 for the KsKs
effective-mass interval M(KsKs) & 1.6 GeV/c,
where all three experiments had significant data.
For this comparison, we have scaled the moments
of Refs. 3 and 5 so as to have the same value of
g( I 0) as in our data, summed over the KsKs
effective-mass interval indicated. The agreement
among the three experiments is quite good.

Next, we compare the results of our D wave fit-
to the moments. For the D wave, we will compare
our results summarized in Tables III and IV with
those of other KE experiments. In the mass range
below 1.6 GeV/c, it is well established that only
one D-wave solution exists, dominated by the f and
f' resonances. In Table V, we compare our f'/f
production ratio with those from four other experi-

TABLE IV. Branching ratios for f~EX and h ~EX decays. We define X» ——I'»»/I'r,
using I /I r ——0.83 from Ref. 22 for f~en, and 1 /I r ——0.17 from Ref. 21 for h ~~n
The errors were obtained in the same manner as those in Table III.

Class
X» for f~EE

(%)
Xg for h~KK

(%)

2
3

best value

3 7-1.9
3.1+', ',

3 1+0.7

0.80 0 15

0 70+0.21
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Source f'/f production ratio

Ref. 3
Ref. 9
Ref. 14

Ref. 19
This experiment

0.14 +0.04
0.30 +0.03
0.225+0.075'

0.23+0 ]3

'Value computed by us from data of cited reference.

TABLE V. Comparison of f'/f production ratios
obtained from several analyses.

ments. A11 experiments find quite similar results,
in particular, requiring that the f meson and the f'
meson be 180' out of phase relative to one another.

Table VI is our comparison of the branching ra-
tio (f~XX)l(f +all) with the resu—lts of five other
experiments. To some extent, this table is also a
test of the assumption of OPE dominance on the
charge-exchange ~~ and KE amplitudes. Some of
these branching ratio values, notably those from
Refs. 9 and 19, represent direct measurements.
Similarly, the authors of Ref. 3 have relied on an
older bubble-chamber experiment to determine the
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absolute cross section in the same EE mass and t
range. The other experiments listed in Table VI
have used an OPE model as a way of determining
this branching ratio. In our case, we have verified
that our OPE formalism reproduced the cross sec-
tion for f-meson production of Ref. 9 at 6 GeV/c.
We have also verified that our procedure gives
correct results when compared with the cross sec-
tions of Ref. 23 at 17 GeV/c. The agreement
among the results of different experiments listed in
Tables V and VI demonstrates that the D wave and
OPE are quite solid and well established.

With this success for the D wave, we next turn
to the 6 wave. We have only one other experiment
which reports a 6-wave cross section for h into
EE. We can apply our OPE model to this cross
section and our cross section from Table II, plus
the branching ratio of 17% for h —+me. from Ref.
21 to obtain a branching ratio for h ~EE of
(2.4+1.2)% for Ref. 24 and (0.67+e i5)% for ours.
These two measurements have errors that differ by
a factor of 3, which is surprising since the number
of events obtained by the two experiments is ap-
proximately equal. We believe this factor comes
from the less restrictive nature of the K+K ex-
periment. For our experiment, the ( Ys ) moment
completely determines the amount of h meson
present, whereas the E+E experiment had to fit
the (Y6), (Y7), (Ys), (Y9), and (Yio) mo-
ments with the I"-wave g(1680), the G-wave
h(2040), and an H-wave background.

We have reserved the discussion and comparison
of our S-wave amplitudes with those arising from
the different analyses until now. This was done
because of the complications that arise in doing
mass-dependent fits to the KK mass interval be-

tween threshold and 1.6 GeV/c . For the higher-
mass region, the S-wave behavior is well described
by the S*' resonance with a smooth background.

This solution arose quite naturally from the
smooth and structureless nature of the D wave in
the higher-mass region, which then requires that
all of the S-D relative-phase motion be due to the
S-wave amplitude. Along with the phase motion, a
maximum in the S-wave amplitude is likewise ob-
served at the mass where the phase motion is larg-
est.

Before discussing these complications, we first
compare the squared moduli and S-D relative
phases of our analysis with those of Refs. 3, 5, 10,
and 14. Figure 8(a) shows ~Se

~

for all the Kv Ks
experiments plotted together in the lower-mass re-
gion where comparison is meaningful. Figure 8(b)
shows ~$0

~

for two K+K experiments plotted
against our ~$&

~

. One can see that the five
mass-independent analyses give very consistent re-
sults (for the moment, ignore the curves on the
plot). On the other hand, comparison of the SD-
relative phases shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), shows
that while we agree closely with the results from
other KsKs experiments [Fig. 9(a)], we disagree
with E+E experiments, particularly in the thres-
hold region and around the e resonance at 1.43
GeV/c .

There is a simple way to interpret the S-D-wave
relative-phase motion. Since it is known that
several resonances are present and contribute to the
S- or D-wave amplitudes, there will in general be a
counterclockwise motion of the two amplitudes.
The average of this counterclockwise phase motion
will be undetectable since we observe only relative
phases. However, at a resonance mass, we expect a
net positive excursion of Ps —PD for an S-wave
resonance, and a net negative motion for a D-wave
resonance. Even though Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)
represent two ambiguous solutions generated by
choosing opposite signs for the relative phase (i.e.,
+

~ P~ —Pii ~
), the figure as plotted is the correct

TABLE VI. Comparison off~KK branching ratios obtained from several analyses.

Source
Beam momentum

(GeV/c) (f~KK)/(f ~all)

Ref. 3
Ref. 5
Ref. 9
Ref. 14
Ref. 19

This experiment

6.0 and 7.0
8.9
6.0

10.0
17.2 and 18.4
23.0

0.023+0.008
0.024+0.005'
0.038+0.004
0.029+0.004'
0.058—o.o26

0031+0&7

'Value obtained by extrapolation to pion pole.
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choice for the resolution of the ambiguity. This is
clear from the backward phase motion that occurs
around the f(1270)-meson mass. Starting at the
highest masses and continuing towards lower
masses, we see backward phase motion around the
f'(1515) meson, and then forward phase motion
around the e(1450) meson. However, this forward
phase motion occurs at 1.43 GeV/c2 for Ref. 10,
where they claim the e resonance, as compared to
1.46 GeV/c for our e resonance. Continuing to-
wards lower EE mass, we then see backward phase
motion again at the f(1270) mass, and, in our re-
sults as well as those of Ref. 3, forward phase mo-

tion due to the S'(980) at threshold. On the other
hand, Ref. 10 shows no phase motion near thres-
hold. We note that Ref. 10 presents results of a
E+E analysis, and hence had to deal with ambi-
guities arising from the presence of P waves.

With this as an introduction, we can now de-
scribe our mass-dependent fit to the moments of
Fig. 4. Even though we achieve a good fit to the
moments, we do a poor job of describing the S
wave near 1.3 GeV/c as seen from Figs. 6, 8(a),
and 8(b). In general, the S wave has had a history
of being difficult to parametrize. Reference 10 has
found that the region from threshold to 1.6
GeV/c is well parametrized by a pole-free E-

matrix formulation to account for the threshold
behavior and the e resonance. Noting that success,
we have adopted their background for our thres-
hold region. A fit using this background and the e
gives a fit to the ISO l

that is very similar to our
best fit as shown in Figs. 6 and 8. In addition to
not agreeing with the mass-independent amplitudes
in the 1.3 GeV/c region, this parametrization does
not represent the S-wave threshold phase motion
well. In order to improve the threshold behavior,
and possibly the 1.3-GeV/c region, we have added
the well-known, though somewhat controversial,
S'(980). This did improve the threshold region
behavior, reducing the 7 by 15, which by our o.

test is only a 0.6o effect. However, phase motion
does occur in the rechannel so., if the S' is
indeed a resonance, it should be present in our
data. The parameters for the S' are given in Table
II. This addition had no effect on the fit in the
1.3-GeV/c region. Futher comparison with Ref.
10 is difficult because the authors did not directly
show a model fit to their S-wave amplitudes, rnain-

ly because of the semigraphical method they em-

ployed. Figure 33(b) of Ref. 10 does show the con-
sistency of the one-resonance assumption by plot-
ting the square root of the product of the mn and
XE branching ratios, denoted (XxX~)'~, derived
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from their data. That figure shows systematic de-
viations in the same mass region as our Fig. 8. Fi-
nally, in a recent paper, Irving, Martin, and Done
construct a coupled-channel E-matrix fit to the mw

S-wave amplitudes of Ref. 23 and the XII S-wave
amplitudes of Ref. 10 and obtain the fit represent-
ed by the dashed curve in Fig. 8. Their S-matrix
pole parameters give an e-resonance mass and
width of 1.394 GeV/c and 0.220 GeV/c, respec-
tively. We see that their fit is also poor in the
same mass region. We have likewise done fits in
which we have attempted to constrain the fit to
approximate the derived ~SO ~

as well as the mea-
sured moments. These fIts are no better than that
of Ref. 25 and worsen our fit to the moments by
100

in'�

.
It then appears that the e alone does not com-

pletely describe the e-region S-wave amplitude sa-
tisfactorily. However, the physical significance of
adding an extra resonance to any one analysis does
not seem sufficient to claim an effect. We intend
to extend our present analysis to a coupled-channel
treatment using all the ~m and EE moments avail-
able, with the addition of a t-dependent model to
separate the two isospin components in our data.

If the anomaly in the e region requires an addi-

tional resonance, we will find ourselves confronted
with four S-wave I=O resonances of similar mass.
Jaffe and Low would assign the S'(980) to the
cryptoexotic 2q2q state. Two states would fit into
the conventional qq model with one left over to be
assigned to the ground state of the gg spectrum
and thus be a glueball.

VII. SUMMARY

We have carried out a moments analysis of the
EsoEso system produced in the reaction ~
~KqKqn at 23.0 GeV/c. From this set of mo-
ments, we have extracted the underlying ampli-
tudes using the standard assumptions of spin-flip
coherence and one-pion-exchange dominance. We
derived the amplitudes from the moments by two
different procedures. The first was a mass-
independent procedure, using the relationships be-
tween amplitudes and moments of Table L This
procedure has a set of discrete ambiguities which
can be generated by use of the Barrelet-zero
method. The mass independent amplitudes are
displayed in Fig. 5. Second, we parametrized the
amplitudes as a sum of Breit-Wigner forms and
smooth background. This mass-dependent pro-
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cedure leads to three distinct classes of solutions,
of which we were able to choose one as being most
likely. Our best solution agrees with the known
physical properties of the mw and EE system ob-
served in other experiments; all our solutions have
one additonal resonance in the S wave around 1.75
GeV/c . Since it is highly probable that this state
has IG=O+, we call it the S"(1770). If we specu-
late that this new resonance is the ss member of
the 0++ qq nonet which includes the e(1450) and
«(1500), our measurement would indicate that the
SU(3} singlet-octet mixing angle is 45'. Since ideal
mixing occurs at 35', one would expect to see evi-
dence for this state in the me. channel. We have
also compared the f'(1515)/f(1270) production ra-
tio and the branching ratios (f +EE)I(—f~all) and
(h ~EE}/(h ~all) with other experiments.

Finally, we discuss the major difference between
the mass-independent and mass-dependent ampli-
tudes. This discrepancy occurs in the S wave
around 1.3 GeV/c . The resolution of this
discrepancy (which we call the e anomaly) may in-

dicate yet another S-wave resonance, which would
be a good candidate for a glueball state. We plan
to pursue this point by combining the data from
other experiments with ours in a t-dependent
analysis, as well as by collecting more DES data.

APPENDIX

In this appendix, we derive the u test referred to
in the main text. We use the equation for the X2

distribution in the limit of the number of degrees
of freedom, NI2, being large from p. S36 of Ref.
22. In this limit, the 7 is normally distributed
about ND with standard deviation o. of 1. There-
fore the confidence level (C.L.) is approximately
equal to

C.L.= exp( —z /2)dz,
a)

2n'
where

y (2X2)1/2 (2' 1 )1/2

(A 1)

(A2)

~~=3'2 —3't ~

where

yk=(2Xk')' '—(2N22„—1)' '.

(A3)

(A4}

Let X1 and ND, be the X and number of degrees

of freedom for the best fit with the ratio of ap-

proximately 1. We define

Since the standard deviation of Eq. (Al) is 1, the
difference in y for different hypotheses becomes
the basis of the cr test. In other words, the number
of o's by which two hypotheses differ is given by
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and

Ng),
——ND, +n, (A6)

where bX is small compared to X1 and n is small

compared to ND . Substituting Eqs. (A5) and (A6)

into (A4), we then obtain

n~=(2X1 +2AX )' —(2N +2n —1)'
1

—(2X1')' '+(2ND, —1)' (A7)

n~ =(2X1 )' [bX~/2X1 n/(2'), —1)]—.

Since the last term is small, n becomes

n ~2/(2X 2)1/2

(AS)

(A9)

With the assumptions of bX~IX1 and n /Nz being

small and X1 -ND » 1, we can rewrite (A7) as
1
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